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Abstract- In this paper, a novel approach to impulsive intensities. This filter is very robust for various impulse noise
noise detection is proposed for colour image restoration. proportions.
First, a global Adaptive Region Growing scheme is used to A new detection switch-based filter is proposed in this
separate uncorrupted clusters of pixels from corrupted paper. The filter uses a global region growing scheme in the
clusters. Then, some Order Statistic Vector Filters are detection process to help classify image pixels as 'clean' or
used to reconstruct the corrupted clusters. Various 'noisy'. Then, a vector filter is used to reconstruct values for
performance analyses show the detection scheme is more pixels corrupted by noise.
robust for a wide range of impulse noise than some of the This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the
state-of-the-art detectors. Thus, the proposed filter structure of the proposed filter and Section III is the parameter
outperforms other filters in both objective and subjective optimizations. In Section IV simulations and discussions are
image assessments. presented and finally in Section V the conclusions are given.
I. INTRODUCTION II. THE PROPOSED FILTER STRUCTURE
In the area of computer vision and image understanding Fig. 1 shows the proposed filter structure. The proposed
applications, noise reduction plays a vital role in preprocessing adaptive region growing vector filter (ARGVF), includes the
the image. region growing detection scheme (RGDS), the adaptive
Classic restoration filters designed specifically for grey- decision scheme (ADS) and the vector filter (VF) for
scale images cannot be applied directly to color images reconstruction.
because of the inter-channel correlation. Multivariate order Let us define I, 0, S and B as the input, output, cluster
statistics vector filters perform better and avoid drawbacks and binary images, respectively. This scheme creates a binary
such as chromatic shifting and color bleeding [1]. Based on image, B, showing whether a pixel is corrupted or not. The
order statistic theory, a number of popular filters have been replacement values of pixels marked as corrupted are
proposed in the last decade, among them are the popular computed by the VF.
vector median filter (VMF) [2], vector direction filter (GVDF) For each pixel, the entry in the S image shows to which
[3], directional-distance filter (DDF) [4], hybrid directional cluster the pixel belongs and there are K clusters in I. We
filter (HDF) [5] and the adaptive nearest neighbour filter further define Sk be the number of pixels in cluster Ck in
(ANNF) [6]. These classic filters remove impulse noise
k in
image S ,where k iS the identification number of each clusteradequately but they tend to destroy the image structure and imag. F, werekisenintifato nablur thin lines and edges. The main reason for this is that they in S For example given an image I,
rely only on the order statistic theory. The center weighted K
vector filters (CWVF) [7, 8] have been proven to preserve u ci=I, ci n cj=o (1)detail better by giving extra weight to the central pixel. An i=1 i#j
advanced version of this filter is the selection center-weighted
vector directional filter (SCWVDF) [9]. In order to remove A. Region Growing Detection Scheme
impulse noise efficiently, a noise detection scheme should be The RGDS is the most important part of the proposed filter.
carried out prior to the filtering process. The multiple window Here, the input image is segmented into clusters of similar
configuration (MWC) [10] and adaptive vector median filter pixel intensity. The method used is generally known as region
(AVMF) [11] are examples of this type and proven to be very growing or technically we call it pixel-joining because only
efficient. Other popular filters are the self adaptive algorithm one pixel is added to a 'spatially coherent' cluster at a time.
(SAA) [12] and fast adaptive similarity filter (FAS) [13]. Spatially coherent means that only adjacent pixels are allowed
These filters can achieve high accuracy noise detection by to form clusters. For example, if we start with a cluster of one
utilizing adaptive online parameter tuning using a method pixel, then the neighbouring pixels are examined in turn. If the
known as Bisection. The peer group filter (PGF) [14] is a neighbouring pixel's value is sufficiently close, i.e.
switch based filter which takes advantage of the local window
statistics to segment pixels explicitly into groups with similar
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Fig. 1: The proposed ARGVF filter structure.
condition (2) is satisfied for two adjacent pixels where 5is a of impulse noise, we have formulated an adaptive approach to
threshold and N is the number of neighbouring pixels, and it determine whether a cluster consists purely of noisy pixels.
has not already been added to any cluster, it is added to the This switch based approach is shown in (5) and (6), where
cluster and we then consider neighbours of that pixel. If we smax is the maximum cluster size to be classified as 'noisy'.
have run out of neighbours for the pixel which was added For example, if we estimated the noise proportion to be 10%,
most recently, we return to the pixel added before that and i.e. smax=3 , then all clusters of size less than 4 will be
continue to examine its neighbours. The process continues considered as noise. Using the decision rules in (5) and (6), all
until all the pixels in a given image have been examined, pixels can be classified as being either corrupted or clean and
this can be stored in a binary image. To compute 0e' we used
~ko_xi
~~2<9 jEJl,...,NJ (2) equation (7). We assume that all pixels in a cluster with only 1
Notice, the size of cluster, Sk, is in a range [ 1 , H x W ], or 2 members are corrupted and we use the total number of
where H and W are the height and width of the image, pixels in these clusters to determine an estimated proportion.
respectively. If every pixel in the image has at least one 5e is a good estimate of the actual input noise, but as noise
neighbour whose value is sufficiently close, then every pixel increases this estimate worsens because the number of noise
will be in the one cluster (s1 = W x H, k = 1 ). However, the clusters which have more than 2 members increase
existence of impulse noise may mean that there are pixels in
clusters with only a small number of elements. In general, 1 e < 0.9%
uncorrupted pixels will be in clusters with large numbers of 2 0.9<.e <9.6%
elements. These two remarks are the essence of our proposed 3 9.6.< de <23%
detection technique. The RGDS algorithm can be Smax =4 23<. e <31% (5)
implemented recursively. 5 31. /e <39%
B. Adaptive Decision Scheme 6 Oe.39%
Once the RGDS process is finished, the ADS process If s < s Vxe C x is 'noise' (6)
determines which clusters are corrupted. Because impulse k max' k
noise is randomly distributed over the whole image and with
v
images containing a proportion of corrupted pixels less than le= xlOO where, 9 = E Sk (7)
50%, we have rarely observed cases where a cluster WxH sk . 2
containing only corrupted pixels has more than 6 members.
Our process assumes the pixels in clusters which have at least C. Vector Filters
7 members which are not corrupted. In addition, if a cluster The reconstruction filter is only used if the centre pixel is
contains only one pixel, we assume this pixel must be corrupt. corrupted. For reconstruction, any vector filter can be used.
Thus, if we assume the pixel of the binary image, B, take We chose VMF[2], VDF[3] and ANNF[6]. Let ARGVMF,
either the value 1 to represent noisy pixel or the value 0 to ARGVDF and ARGAANF denote the proposed filters which
represent a clean pixel, then, the rules (3) and (4) always apply use VMF, VDF and ANNF filters for reconstruction,
when filtering impulse noise with less than 50% corruption. respectively.
If sk 27, VxeCk, x is 'clean' (3) III. OPTIMIZATION OF DELTA
If sk=l, VxeCk, xis 'noise' (4) From the RGDS section, the threshold 3 from equation (5)
is very important. Unfortunately there is no fixed value for it
For clusters with 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 members we can classify because every image is different in nature and how we
them as being corrupt or clean depending on the proportion of perceive the similarity in colors also varies from one person to
pixels believed to be corrupted. Thus, we must adaptively another. The effects of 3 on the cluster image S and on B are
adjust the condition depending on the estimated noise shown in Fig. 2. For small values of 3, more clusters are
proportion pe . From the data we collected on the randomness formed and the number of small clusters increase significantly.
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This occurs mainly at the edges due to many variations of scaled by 10e 2. These are the most frequently used
pixel intensity. Thus, the RDGS often misclassifies clean measurements in the literature and are defined by Lukac[9].
pixels as noisy pixels. In contrast, for large values of 3, fewer A Subjective and Objective Assessments
clusters with more pixels are formed. This in effect will
I
misclassify noisy pixels as being clean pixels. In this section, the evaluations of the proposed filters on
In order to find a compromise value for 3, we used two color images are presented. The proposed filters ARGVMF,Inodrt*idacmrmsevlefr5 e ARGVDF and ARGANNF are compared with some classicnoise detection error measurements. Let us define FP as the
number of clean pixels falsely classified as noisy and FN as filters as well as the state-of-the-art filters such as AVMF,
the number of noise pixels falsely classified as clean. Fig. 3 SAA and the PGF filters. All parameters are as recommended
shows for a range of 3 values, a good compromise value is by the referenced authors. Additionally, we used a fixed
where the FN and FP intersect (Note - the vertical scale is window size of 3x3 for all filters. The Lena and Peppers
logarithmic). For the Parrot image with 10% of impulse images are 512x512 in dimension, except for the Parrots
random noise, the compromise value is 50. Also shown in Fig. image which is 256x256 They are corrupted by random
3, if our aim is to alleviate impulse random noise (i.e. impulse noise at 10%, 25% and 40%.
minimize FN), then we should choose a threshold value lower Table I summarizes the objective performance measures of
than the compromise value. However, if our aim is to preserve the proposed filters compared with state-of-the-art filters on
image structures (i.e. minimize FP) then we should make the the three images. It can be seen that all switch-based filters
threshold higher than the compromised value. Our extensive (AVMF, SAA and PGF) outperform the classics filters, such
experiments show that if 3 is in the range of 25 to 60, the as VMF and ANNF filters. The results show that the proposed
proposed filters are very efficient for natural images. In this filters ARGVMF, ARGANF and ARGVDF have achieved
paper, we used 3=40 as the compromise value for all natural better performance than most filters. The ARGVMF which
images and a wide range of impulse noise levels. uses the VMF for reconstruction improved by a significant
amount compared to the classic VMF. For the Lena image at
10% corruption, the ARGVMF is 5.4 times better than the
VMF in NCD measurement. In addition, the ARGVMF is
much faster than VMF in speed because it uses the VMF only
if the pixel is classified as noise. The ARGVMF also
outperforms all other filters in various degrees. As noise level
increases, advanced filters such as AVMF, SCWVDF and
SAA perform significantly worse but the ARGVMF gives
1000320 3 60 acceptable results. Table I also shows that for a single 3=40
Fig. 2: The effects of varying 3011 the S image. threshold, the proposed filter is efficient for various
proportions of noise and on most standard test images. We
100000 found that for delta between 25 and 60, the proposed
FP ARGVMF performed well. Fig. 4 demonstrates the
D 10000oF reconstructed images of the Parrots at 25% corruption. The
noise-free ARGVMF image shows that the proposed filter
1l000 l |preserves the image structure well. The AVMF and SAA
E filters preserved the image structures well but have a fair
100 amount of residual noise in the reconstructed image. As noise
level increases, the number of residual noise pixels also
10 increases
1-
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Fig. 3: The value of 3 where the FP (False Positive) and FN (False A novel and fast global adaptive region growing vector
Negative) intersect is the compromise value for the Parrots filter is proposed in this paper for color image restoration. The
image with 10% random impulse noise. ARG approach leads to methods which are quick since the
reconstruction filter is only applied to noisy pixels and the
noise identification procedure is also quick. The proposed
IV. COMPARATIVE RESULTS noise detector performs well for various proportions of
random noise. The results show the detector is very robust and
The impulse noise corruption for color images in this paper achieved high accuracy in removing noise while preserving
is modeled using the same method as [9, 11, 12]. Several image structure. Subjective and objective assessments
objective criteria are used to test the efficiency of the proposed confirmed that on standard test images, the proposed filter is
filter, which includes mean square error (MSE), mean absolute sueirtthsae-fh-rtilr.
error (MAE) and normalized color difference (NCD). NCD is
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TABLE I
THE PERFORMANCE OF THE STATE-OF-THE-ART FILTERS COMPARED WITH THE PROPOSED ARGVF, FOR 10%, 25% AND 40% OF RANDOM IMPULSE NOISE.
Input Proportion: 10% Input Proportion: 25% Input Proportion: 40%
Images Filters MSE MAE NCD MSE MAE NCD MSE MAE NCD
VMF 34.8 3.446 3.998 47.8 3.950 4.494 78.3 4.684 5.301
ANNF 33.6 3.820 4.430 59.7 5.151 6.173 112.3 7.081 8.687
Lena AVMF 17.1 0.696 0.931 42.1 1.685 2.273 83.4 2.879 3.851
(512x512) SAA 17.7 0.660 0.937 65.2 1.884 2.714 118.7 3.104 4.382
PGF 11.4 0.619 0.782 34.2 1.518 1.938 75.6 2.653 3.384
ARGANF 10.3 0.596 0.778 32.1 1.728 2.268 71.6 3.333 4.348
ARGVDF 12.5 0.626 0.738 37.5 1.597 1.848 90.6 2.871 3.260|_______ |ARGVMF 10.7 0.577 0.732 28.1 1.442 1.809 58.1 2.483 3.087
VMF 46.5 4.114 5.179 64.0 4.618 5.779 113.8 5.522 6.998
ANNF 43.8 4.440 5.690 75.9 5.817 7.878 151.0 8.061 11.266
Peppers AVMF 21.3 0.768 1.040 50.4 1.839 2.506 109.5 3.244 4.446
(512x512) SAA 21.5 0.738 1.038 72.9 2.023 2.870 147.1 3.452 4.853
PGF 15.9 0.698 0.909 42.4 1.686 2.250 102.3 3.035 4.091
ARGANF 14.0 0.688 0.952 40.1 1.934 2.753 98.1 3.825 5.479
ARGVDF 21.0 0.760 0.912 58.1 1.894 2.268 169.0 3.650 4.297
ARGVMF 14.7 0.661 0.878 37.0 1.630 2.152 85.2 2.893 3.861
VMF 58.7 2.601 1.642 77.7 3.200 2.094 117.1 4.030 2.913
ANNF 58.4 3.235 2.271 90.9 4.874 4.472 152.2 7.104 7.375
Parrots AVMF 44.7 1.029 0.814 75.2 1.945 1.854 126.0 3.099 3.199
(256x256) SAA 37.0 0.757 0.751 86.9 1.872 2.198 146.5 3.004 3.550
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